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Variations on Quantum Adversary
Aleksandrs Belovs∗
Abstract
The (negative-weighted) quantum adversary bound is a tight characterisation of the
quantum query complexity for any partial function [28, 38]. We analyse the extent to which
this bound can be generalised. Ambainis et al. [3] and Lee et al. [34] generalised this bound
to the state generation and state conversion problems, respectively. Using the ideas by Lee
et al., we get even further generalisations of the bound.
We obtain a version of the bound for general input oracles, which are just arbitrary
unitaries. We also generalise the bound to the problem of implementing arbitrary unitary
transformations. Similarly to the bound by Lee et al., our bound is a lower bound for exact
transformation and an upper bound for approximate transformation. This version of the
bound possesses the tight composition property.
Using this construction, we also obtain lower bounds on the quantum query complexity
of functions and relations with general input oracles.
1 Introduction
General (negative-weighted) adversary method is one of the most interesting developments in
quantum query algorithms. This is a concise semidefinite optimisation problem that tightly (up
to a constant factor) characterises the bounded-error quantum query complexity of evaluating
any function f : D → [m] with D ⊆ [q]n.
The adversary bound originates from the hybrid method, which was used by Bennett et
al. [15] to show a tight Ω(
√
n) lower bound on quantum search. The hybrid method proceeds by
analysing the weights with which the quantum algorithm queries different variables for various
inputs, and finds a pair of inputs that the algorithm fails to distinguish.
This idea was further refined by Ambainis in the first (unweighted) version of the adversary
bound [1]. Instead of searching for one pair of inputs, the adversary method studies many pairs
and shows that any algorithm has to make many queries in order to distinguish all of them
simultaneously. The unweighted adversary bound is more powerful than the hybrid method,
and it is easy to use due to its attractive combinatorial formulation. This resulted in a large
number of applications: [25, 17, 21, 24] to name a few. Soon afterwards came the positive-
weighted version of the bound [2, 45]. In 2004 Sˇpalek and Szegedy [42] mentioned 7 different
versions of the bound and proved they all are equivalent.
The next important step was done by Høyer et al. [28]. Starting with the semidefinite
formulation of the positive-weighted adversary bound by Barnum et al. [4], they showed that
the same expression still yields a lower bound if one replaces non-negative entries by arbitrary
real numbers. This negative-weighted version of the bound is strictly more powerful than the
positive-weighted one, but it is also harder to apply.
In a series of papers [40, 37, 38], Reichardt et al. surprisingly proved that the negative-
weighted version of the bound is tight: The dual formulation of the bound (which is equal
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to the primal formulation due to strong duality) can be transformed into a quantum query
algorithm with the same complexity! Thus, instead of devising a quantum query algorithm, one
may come up with a feasible solution to the dual adversary bound.
The negative-weighted adversary bound has been used to prove lower bounds [14, 13, 12],
but more frequently to prove upper bounds, in particular using the learning graph approach [6].
For instance, the adversary bound was used to construct quantum algorithms for formula eval-
uation [40, 39, 44], finding subgraphs [33, 11, 32], k-distinctness problem [5], and in learning
and property testing [8, 9].
One of the main features of the dual adversary bound is that it provides an “idealised”
analogue of a quantum query algorithm. Its complexity equals the complexity of a bounded-
error algorithm, but it behaves as if it were error-free: Feasible solutions for a function f and
a function g can be combined into a feasible solution for the composed function f ◦ g, whose
complexity is the product of the two. This is known as the tight composition property, and it is
at the heart of the formula evaluation algorithm by Reichardt and Sˇpalek [40]. Thus, for a fixed
Boolean function f , evaluation of the quantum query complexity of the composed function fd
is a routine computation now. Let us note that no classical counterpart to this construction is
known. For instance, the randomised query complexity of fd is still unknown even when f is
the majority function on 3 bits [36, 35].
The adversary bound was later generalised to the state generation problem by Ambainis et
al. [3], and to the state conversion problem by Lee et al. [34]. In the latter problem, one is given
oracle access to a string x ∈ [q]n, and the task is to transform the initial state ρx into the target
state σx for all x. This generalisation comes with additional subtleties. The complexity of eval-
uating a Boolean function f has a jump at error ε = 1/2: It is trivial for ε = 1/2, but becomes
complicated for any smaller error parameter. State generation problem can have various jumps
even at small values of ε (for example, consider the state generation problem with the target
states σx =
√
1− ε|0〉A +
√
ε|f(x)〉B in the space A ⊕ B). The adversary bound, whose value
for each problem is just one real number, cannot account for all these jumps, and, consequently,
cannot be tight for all values of ε. Lee et al. bypassed this complication by constructing a
bound that is semi-tight : It is still an upper bound for approximate transformation, but it is
a lower bound only for exact transformation. A lower bound for approximate transformation
can be obtained by minimising the semi-tight bound over all target states that are sufficiently
close to the exact target state σx. The semi-tight bound for state conversion is stated in terms
of the filtered γ2-norm, which is a generalisation of the usual γ2-norm.
Besides this, the paper by Lee et al. [34] has a number of additional important ideas. The
proof of the upper bound was significantly simplified by introducing easy and powerful Effective
Spectral Gap Lemma, which can be also used independently [7, 10]. Next, unlike [28], the lower
bound is proven directly in the dual form, essentially showing that the adversary bound is a
semidefinite relaxation of a quantum query algorithm. This proof is not only shorter, but also
gives an algorithmic interpretation of the coefficients of the dual adversary bound.
Main Results The aim of this paper is to give a more general and refined treatment of the
ideas introduced by Lee et al. in [34], and to analyse some of their consequences.
First, all of the aforementioned variants of the adversary bound only work for a very re-
stricted variant of the input oracle, which we call the standard input oracle. It is of the form
|j〉|0〉 7→ |j〉|xj〉, where x = (xj) ∈ [q]n is the input string. We show that the same results hold
if we replace this restricted oracle by a general input oracle, which is just an arbitrary unitary
transformation. This highlights the essence of the construction by removing the details arising
from the special case of the input oracle. General oracles naturally appear in applications. For
instance, the well-known phase detection procedure (see Theorem 2 below) is clearly of this
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form.
Second, we generalise the adversary bound from the state conversion problem to the problem
of implementing arbitrary unitary transformations. This problem has also appeared in applica-
tions, as an example, we can mention simulation of sparse Hamiltonians, see [16] and references
therein.
Our version of the adversary bound also has the tight composition property. We prove it
for composition of procedures, as well as for direct sums and tensor products. This variant of
the tight composition property can be helpful in applications, for instance, in nested quantum
walks [29]. This property also facilitates modular approach, in which parts of the construction,
like the input and the output of the algorithm, can be studied independently and combined in
various ways.
Finally, we use these general tools to give lower bounds on the quantum query complexity
of functions and relations (problems with many possible outputs for each input). Up to our
knowledge, the case of relations has not been studied previously even for the standard input
oracle. We prove that the adversary bound still gives a tight lower bound for bounded-error
function evaluation with general input oracles. We also show a similar result for evaluation of
relations, provided that the output of the algorithm can be efficiently tested.
Outline and Other Results Our version of the adversary bound is based on another gen-
eralisation of the γ2-norm, which we call relative γ2-norm. We define the relative γ2-norm and
prove a number of its properties in Section 3. With this notion, our adversary bounds for state
conversion and unitary implementation attain a very concise form.
The proof of the semi-tightness of our adversary bound for state conversion in Section 4.1
is essentially a refined version of the corresponding proofs by Lee et al. [34]. The bound for
the unitary implementation problem in Section 4.2 is genuinely new, and proceeds by a simple
reduction to state conversion. The tight composition results easily follow from the corresponding
properties of the relative γ2-norm.
In Section 4.3, we formulate a version of our adversary bound for the fractional query
complexity model. The latter is equivalent [23] to the continuous-time query model1, which is
a well-known competitor of the discrete-time query model [27]. For standard input oracles, the
continuous- and discrete-time query models are known to be equivalent [43, 34]. Curiously, this
result was shown using the adversary bound. For general oracles, however, the corresponding
query complexities can differ substantially.
In Section 5.1, we study input oracles that generate quantum states. This is an intermediate
step between general and standard input oracles. It is reasonable to assume that subroutines
of a quantum algorithm can communicate in quantum states, not only classical messages, so
this model is worth studying. For example, Eisentra¨ger et al. [26] gave a very nice treatment of
the continuous HSP with input oracles that generate quantum states. We give two versions of
the bound, one easier to use, but not tight, and another one semi-tight, but harder to use. In
Section 5.2, we compare the performance of both bounds on a simple problem: exact amplitude
amplification. In addition, we show that the adversary bound for unitary implementation is
more precise than the adversary bound for state conversion.
Lower bounds on quantum query complexity of relations in Section 6.1 are obtained by
optimising the adversary bound over all possible target states. In Section 6.2, we show that the
adversary bound tightly characterises bounded-error quantum query complexity of functions.
In the spirit of modular approach, we prove this by constructing an explicit solution to the
1Strictly speaking, this was only shown for the standard input oracle, but the corresponding proof easily
carries to the general case.
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adversary bound for the “purification” problem: Given an oracle that generates a noisy state,
generate the corresponding exact state.
We end the paper with a number of open problems.
2 Preliminaries
If not said otherwise, a vector space is a finite-dimensional complex inner product space. They
are denoted by calligraphic letters. We assume that each vector space has a fixed orthonormal
basis, and we often identify an operator with the corresponding matrix. The inner product is
denoted by 〈·, ·〉. A∗ stands for the adjoint linear operator, and A[[i, j]] for the (i, j)th entry of
the matrix A. A ◦B stands for the Hadamard (entry-wise) product of matrices. IX stands for
the identity operator in X . All projectors are orthogonal projectors. We often treat scalars as
1× 1 matrices.
For a linear operatorA : X2 → X1, we have the singular value decomposition A =
∑k
i=1 σiuiv
∗
i ,
where k is the rank of A, σi are positive reals, {ui} is an orthonormal family (not necessarily
complete) of vectors in X1, and {vi} is an orthonormal family in X2. σi, ui and vi are called the
singular values, left singular vectors and right singular vectors of A, respectively. The spectral
norm of A is ‖A‖ = maxi σi, and the trace norm is ‖A‖tr =
∑
i σi.
A quantum register is identified with the corresponding vector space. A quantum state
is a unit vector in this space (we only consider pure states). If two vector spaces X and Y
are isomorphic, we assume that there is an implicit isomorphism between the two. If Y is
additionally a register and ψ ∈ X , we use notation |ψ〉Y to denote the image of ψ under this
isomorphism. This is to help to keep track to which of the isomorphic registers the vector
belongs. If {ej} is the standard orthonormal basis of X , we use a shorthand |j〉X instead of
|ej〉X .
We use 1P to denote the indicator variable, that equals 1 if P is true, and equals 0 otherwise.
Quantum Query Algorithms Let X be a vector space. A quantum algorithm with oracle
O acting on X has the state space of the form S ⊕ (X ⊗ W). The algorithm is a unitary
transformation of the form
U0 → O˜±1 → U1 → O˜±1 → · · · → UT−1 → O˜±1 → UT , (1)
where Ui are arbitrary unitaries on S ⊕ (X ⊗W) independent of O, and each O˜±1 is a query
to the input oracle. It can be either a direct query, O˜ = IS + O ⊗ IW , or a reverse query,
O˜−1 = IS+O∗⊗IW . Using standard techniques, any quantum query algorithm can be converted
into this form. The oracle O should be interpreted as the input of the algorithm, and we often
call it the input oracle. It can be replaced by an arbitrary unitary on X , and, for different
choices, the algorithm implements a different unitary. The number T is the query complexity of
the algorithm, and our objective is to minimise it.
Technical Results The following two lemmata are used in the proof Theorem 11.
Lemma 1 (Effective Spectral Gap Lemma [34]). Let Π1 and Π2 be two projectors in the same
vector space, and R1 = 2Π1 − I and R2 = 2Π2 − I be the reflections about their images. For
δ ≥ 0, let Pδ be the projector onto the span of all eigenvectors of R2R1 that have eigenvalues
e
iθ with |θ| ≤ δ. Then, for any vector w in the kernel of Π1, we have
‖PδΠ2w‖ ≤ δ
2
‖w‖.
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The following algorithm approximately reflects about the eigenvalue 1 eigenspace of the
input oracle. It is an easy consequence of the phase estimation algorithm.
Theorem 2 (Phase Detection [30, 22]). For any vector space X , precision δ > 0, and error ε >
0, there exists a quantum algorithm with an oracle O on X satisfying the following properties:
• For each unit ψ ∈ X satisfying Oψ = ψ, the algorithm leaves ψ intact.
• For each unit ψ ∈ X satisfying Pδψ = 0, the algorithm maps ψ into a state φ satisfying
‖ψ + φ‖ ≤ ε. Here Pδ denotes the projector onto the space spanned by the eigenvectors of
O having eigenvalues eiθ with |θ| ≤ δ.
• The algorithm uses O(1δ log 1ε ) queries.
3 Relative γ2-norm
In this section, we define the relative γ2-norm, and prove some of its properties. This is a
generalisation of the usual and filtered γ2-norms. Most of our results in the paper are stated in
terms of this bound.
Definition 3 (Relative γ2-norm). Let X1, X2, Z1 and Z2 be vector spaces, and D1 and D2 be
sets of labels. Let A = {Axy} and ∆ = {∆xy}, where x ∈ D1 and y ∈ D2, be two families of
linear operators: Axy : Z2 → Z1 and ∆xy : X2 → X1. The relative γ2-norm,
γ2(A|∆) = γ2(Axy | ∆xy)x∈D1, y∈D2 ,
is defined as the optimal value of the following optimisation problem, where Υx and Φy are
linear operators,
minimise max
{
maxx∈D1 ‖Υx‖2 ,maxy∈D2 ‖Φy‖2
}
(2a)
subject to Axy = Υ
∗
x(∆xy ⊗ IW)Φy for all x ∈ D1 and y ∈ D2; (2b)
W is a vector space, Υx : Z1 → X1 ⊗W, Φy : Z2 → X2 ⊗W. (2c)
This is a generalisation of the usual γ2-norm, also known as Schur (Hadamard) product
operator norm [18]. Namely, for a D1 ×D2 matrix A, the γ2-norm of A is defined by
γ2(A) = γ2
(
A[[x, y]] | 1)
x∈D1,y∈D2 ,
with all Axy and ∆xy being one-dimensional. Moreover, if all Axy = axy and ∆xy = δxy are
one-dimensional, and all δxy are non-zero, then the relative γ2-norm can be reduced to the usual
one:
γ2(axy | δxy)x∈D1,y∈D2 = γ2
(
axy
δxy
)
x∈D1,y∈D2
. (3)
The filtered γ2-norm of [34] can be also expressed in this form. Let Z = {Z1, . . . , Zn}
be a family of D1 × D2 matrices. Then, the filtered γ2-norm of A with respect to Z can be
defined as γ2(A[[x, y]] | ∆xy)x∈D1,y∈D2 , where all ∆xy are diagonal n × n matrices given by
∆xy[[i, i]] = Zi[[x, y]]. We will not explicitly use this definition in our paper.
Proposition 4. For a fixed family ∆, γ2(A|∆) is finite on the linear space of families of matrices
A = {Axy} satisfying Axy = 0 whenever ∆xy = 0. Moreover, it is a vector norm on this space,
that is, for all families A and B satisfying γ2(A|∆), γ2(B|∆) < +∞, and any complex c, we
have
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(a) positivity: γ2(A|∆) ≥ 0 with γ2(A|∆) = 0 iff A = 0;
(b) homogeneity: γ2(cAxy | ∆xy)x∈D1,y∈D2 = |c| γ2(A|∆); and
(c) triangle inequality: γ2(Axy +Bxy | ∆xy)x∈D1,y∈D2 ≤ γ2(A|∆) + γ2(B|∆).
In particular, this norm is continuous when restricted to this space. The triangle inequality is
also valid for infinite sums and integrals.
Proof. Property (a) trivial. Next, let {Υx}, {Φy} and {Υ′x}, {Φ′y} be optimal solutions to (2)
for the matrices A and B with objective values W and W ′, respectively. Then, {√|c|Υx} and{
c√
|c| Φy
}
is a feasible solution for the matrix cA with objective value |c|W . Also, the block
matrices
{(
Υx
Υ′x
)}
and
{(
Φy
Φ′y
)}
form a feasible solution for the family A + B with objective
value at most W +W ′.
It is obvious that the condition (∆xy = 0) =⇒ (Axy = 0) is necessary for the finiteness of
γ2(A|∆). Let us prove its sufficiency. Assume there is exactly one non-zero matrix in {Axy}, let
it be Aij , and, moreover, Aij = ψφ
∗ for some unit vectors ψ ∈ Z1 and φ ∈ Z2. We have ∆ij 6= 0.
Let u and v be its left and right singular vectors with maximal singular value, i.e. u and v are
unit vectors and u∗∆ijv = ‖∆ij‖. Then Υi = uψ
∗√
‖∆ij‖
and Φj =
vφ∗√
‖∆ij‖
is a feasible solution
to (2) with objective value 1/‖∆ij‖. From Points (b) and (c) of the current proposition, we get
the following crude upper bound:
γ2(Axy|∆xy) ≤
∑
x∈D1,y∈D2
‖Axy‖tr
‖∆xy‖ , (4)
where 0/0 = 0.
As a vector norm on a finite-dimensional vector space, γ2(A|∆) is continuous in A, when
restricted to the subspace where it is finite. By continuity, the triangle inequality is also valid
for infinite sums and integrals (as for limits of finite sums).
Similarly to the ordinary γ2-norm, relative γ2-norm can be stated as a semidefinite optimi-
sation problem (SDP). As a consequence, it admits an equivalent dual formulation. We describe
it for the case when all Axy are one-dimensional. Let A = (axy) be a complex D1 ×D2 matrix,
and ∆xy be as in Definition 3. For a complex D1 × D2 matrix Γ = (γxy), let Γ ◦∆ denote the
D1 ×D2 block matrix with blocks γxy∆xy (thus, Γ ◦∆: CD2 ⊗X2 → CD1 ⊗X1). The following
proposition is proven in Appendix A.1:
Proposition 5. In the above notation, γ2(axy|∆xy)x∈D1,y∈D2 is equal to the optimal value of
the following optimisation problem:
maximise ‖Γ ◦A‖
subject to ‖Γ ◦∆‖ ≤ 1,
with the optimisation over D1 ×D2 complex matrices Γ.
Let us end this section with some additional properties of the relative γ2-norm, which we
use in the paper.
Proposition 6. We have the following properties of the relative γ2 norm (omitted subscripts
stand for x ∈ D1, y ∈ D2):
(a) striking out rows and columns: γ2(Axy|∆xy)x∈E1,y∈E2 ≤ γ2(Axy|∆xy) when E1 ⊆ D1 and
E2 ⊆ D2 ;
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(b) duplicating rows and columns: γ2(Axy|∆xy)(x,a)∈D1×E1, (y,b)∈D2×E2 = γ2(Axy|∆xy);
(c) entry-wise lower bound: γ2(Axy|∆xy) ≥ max
x∈D1,y∈D2
‖Axy‖
‖∆xy‖ , where 0/0 = 0;
in particular, reflexivity: γ2(Axy|Axy) = 1 if at least one Axy is non-zero;
(d) linear transformations: γ2(U
∗
xAxyVy | ∆xy) ≤ maxx ‖Ux‖maxy ‖Vy‖ γ2(Axy|∆xy);
and γ2(Axy|∆xy) ≤ maxx ‖Ux‖maxy ‖Vy‖ γ2(Axy | U∗x∆xyVy);
in particular, for any non-zero c: γ2(Axy | c∆xy) = 1|c|γ2(Axy|∆xy);
(e) composition property: γ2(Axy|∆xy) ≤ γ2(Axy|Bxy) γ2(Bxy|∆xy);
(f) direct sum property: γ2(Axy ⊕Bxy | ∆xy ⊕ Exy) ≤ max
{
γ2(Axy|∆xy), γ2(Bxy|Exy)
}
;
in particular, γ2(Axy ⊕Bxy | ∆xy) = max
{
γ2(Axy|∆xy), γ2(Bxy|∆xy)
}
;
(g) tensor product property: γ2(Axy ⊗Bxy | ∆xy ⊗ Exy) ≤ γ2(Axy|∆xy) γ2(Bxy|Exy);
(h) “Hadamard product” property: γ2
(
B[[x, y]]Axy | ∆xy
) ≤ γ2(B) γ2(Axy|∆xy).
Proof. Properties (a) and (b) are straightforward: One can use a feasible solution to γ2(Axy|∆xy)
for the other problem.
For (c), let {Υx} and {Φy} be a feasible solution to γ2(Axy|∆xy), and x ∈ D1 and y ∈ D2
attain the maximum on the right-hand side of (c). Then, ‖Axy‖ ≤ ‖Υx‖‖∆xy‖‖Φy‖, hence,
at least one of ‖Υx‖2 and ‖Φy‖2 is at least ‖Axy‖‖∆xy‖ . For the second statement, one can use
Υx = Φy = I as a feasible solution.
For (d), first note that by multiplying all Ux and dividing all Vy by the same positive
real number, we may assume that maxx ‖Ux‖2 = maxy ‖Vy‖2 = maxx ‖Ux‖maxy ‖Vy‖. Next,
let {Υx} and {Φy} be a feasible solution to γ2(Axy|∆xy). Then, {ΥxUx} and {ΦyVy} is a
feasible solution to γ2(U
∗
xAxyVy | ∆xy). Similarly, if {Υx} and {Φy} is a feasible solution to
γ2(Axy | U∗x∆xyVy), then
Axy = Υ
∗
x((U
∗
x∆xyVy)⊗ IW)Φy = [(Ux ⊗ IW)Υx]∗ (∆xy ⊗ IW) [(Vy ⊗ IW)Φy].
For (e), let {Υx} and {Φy} be a feasible solution to γ2(Axy|Bxy), and {Υ′x} and {Φ′y} be a
feasible solution to γ2(Bxy|∆xy). Then, for some W and W ′:
Axy = Υ
∗
x(Bxy ⊗ IW)Φy = Υ∗x(Υ′∗x (∆x,y ⊗ IW ′)Φ′y ⊗ IW)Φy
=
[
(Υ′x ⊗ IW)Υx
]∗
(∆x,y ⊗ IW⊗W ′)
[
(Φ′y ⊗ IW)Φy
]
.
For (f) and (g), let {Υx} and {Φy} be a feasible solution to γ2(Axy|∆xy), and {Υ′x} and
{Φ′y} be a feasible solution to γ2(Bxy|Exy). We may assume that both solutions use the same
space W. Then,
Axy ⊕Bxy = [Υx ⊕Υ′x]∗ ((∆xy ⊕ Exy)⊗ IW) [Φy ⊕ Φ′y],
and
Axy ⊗Bxy = [Υx ⊗Υ′x]∗((∆xy ⊗ Exy)⊗ IW⊗W)[Φy ⊗ Φ′y].
For the second part of (f), note that γ2(Axy⊕Bxy|∆xy⊕∆xy) = γ2(Axy⊕Bxy|∆xy), and that
γ2(Axy|∆xy) ≤ γ2(Axy ⊕Bxy|∆xy) and γ2(Bxy|∆xy) ≤ γ2(Axy ⊕Bxy|∆xy) due to property (d).
Property (h) is a special case of (g) with one-dimensional matrices Bxy = B[[x, y]] and
Exy = 1.
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4 General Oracles
In this section, we define the adversary bound for problems with general input oracles, which are
just arbitrary unitary transformations. In Section 4.1, we study the state conversion problem,
and, in Section 4.2, the unitary implementation problem. We prove that the adversary bound
is semi-tight. In Section 4.2, we also derive the tight composition property for the unitary
implementation problem. In Section 4.3, we consider the fractional query model.
4.1 State Conversion
In this section, we study the following problem.
Definition 7 (State Conversion). Let X and Z be vector spaces, and D be some finite set of
labels. For each x ∈ D, a unitary operator Ox in X , and two unit vectors ρx and σx in Z are
fixed.2 In the state conversion problem (Ox, ρx, σx)x∈D, the task is to construct a quantum
algorithm with an oracle O on X satisfying the following constraint. Assume Z is embedded
into the state space S ⊕ (X ⊗W) of the algorithm in some way (all choices are equivalent). For
each x ∈ D, if O is replaced by Ox, the algorithm transforms ρx into σx. The complexity of the
problem is the minimal number of queries used by an algorithm that solves this task.
We often omit the subindex x ∈ D if it is clear from the context.
Most of the problems we study in this paper are based on this definition by imposing
additional constraints on Ox, ρx or σx. For instance, the state generation problem (Ox, σx)x∈D
is defined as the state conversion problem where all ρx = ρ0 for some fixed ρ0 ∈ Z (the exact
choice of ρ0 is not relevant).
It will be sometimes convenient to relax the condition of D being finite. The complexity of
the problem is then understood as the supremum over all finite subproblems. The idea is that
quantum algorithms are continuous, hence, we can study the problem on a finite ε-net (as an
example, see the proof of Theorem 17).
We consider both the exact and the approximate versions of this problem. In the latter, some
error parameter ε > 0 is given, and the algorithm may end its work in some state σ′x satisfying
‖σx−σ′x‖ ≤ ε. In this section, we develop a bound for this problem with the following semi-tight
behaviour: It is a lower bound on the exact complexity of the problem and an upper bound on
the approximate complexity of the problem.
Definition 8. For a state conversion problem (Ox, ρx, σx)x∈D, its adversary bound is defined
as
ADV±(Ox, ρx, σx)x∈D = γ2
(
〈ρx, ρy〉 − 〈σx, σy〉
∣∣Ox −Oy)
x,y∈D
. (5)
Thus, the adversary bound equals the optimal value of the following optimisation problem:
minimise max
{
maxx∈D ‖ux‖2 ,maxy∈D ‖vy‖2
}
(6a)
subject to 〈ρx, ρy〉 − 〈σx, σy〉 =
〈
ux,
(
(Ox −Oy)⊗ IW
)
vy
〉
for all x, y ∈ D; (6b)
W is a vector space, ux, vy ∈ X ⊗W. (6c)
Remark 9. One may replace all Ox −Oy in (5) and (6b) by IX −O∗xOy. This is equivalent as
Ox −Oy = Ox(IX −O∗xOy), and Ox can be absorbed into ux (Proposition 6(d)).
2This notation is borrowed from [34]. Note that ρx and σx are not mixed states.
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Theorem 10. Assume that a state conversion problem (Ox, ρx, σx)x∈D can be solved exactly in
T queries. Then, ADV±(Ox, ρx, σx)x∈D ≤ T .
Proof. Assume the vectors {ρx} are transformed into the vectors {σx} by the algorithm in (1).
Its state space is S⊕(X ⊗W), and Z is embedded into it. For each x ∈ D, consider the sequence
of quantum states
ρ(0)x = ρx, ρ
(1)
x , ρ
(2)
x , . . . ρ
(T−1)
x , ρ
(T )
x , (7)
where ρ
(i)
x is defined as the state of the quantum algorithm in (1) just before the application
of Ui. As 〈σx, σy〉 =
〈
ρ
(T )
x , ρ
(T )
y
〉
for all x, y ∈ D, the problems ADV±(Ox, ρx, σx)x∈D and
ADV±
(
Ox, ρ
(0)
x , ρ
(T )
x
)
x∈D are equal.
Note that the state conversion problem (Ox, ρ
(i)
x , ρ
(i+1)
x )x∈D is solved exactly in 1 query. It
suffices to prove the statement of the theorem for each of them, and the general case then
follows from the triangle inequality of Proposition 4 by telescoping. More precisely, if {u(i)x }
and {v(i)y } is a solution to (6) for the problem
(
Ox, ρ
(i)
x , ρ
(i+1)
x
)
x∈D, then the solution for the
problem (Ox, ρx, σx)x∈D is given by
ux =
⊕T−1
i=0
u(i)x and vy =
⊕T−1
i=0
v(i)y . (8)
For each i, in dependence on whether the query is direct or reverse,
either ρ(i+1)x = (IS ⊕Ox ⊗ IW)Uiρ(i)x , or ρ(i+1)x = (IS ⊕O∗x ⊗ IW)Uiρ(i)x
holds for all x ∈ D. We consider the first case, the second case being similar. We have (where
Π is the projector onto X ⊗W, and Π⊥ is the projector onto S):〈
ρ(i)x , ρ
(i)
y
〉
−
〈
ρ(i+1)x , ρ
(i+1)
y
〉
=
〈
Uiρ
(i)
x , Uiρ
(i)
y
〉
−
〈
(IS ⊕Ox ⊗ IW)Uiρ(i)x , (IS ⊕Oy ⊗ IW)Uiρ(i)y
〉
=
〈
Π⊥Uiρ(i)x , Π
⊥Uiρ(i)y
〉
+
〈
(Ox ⊗ IW)ΠUiρ(i)x , (Ox ⊗ IW)ΠUiρ(i)y
〉
−
〈
Π⊥Uiρ(i)x , Π
⊥Uiρ(i)y
〉
−
〈
(Ox ⊗ IW)ΠUiρ(i)x , (Oy ⊗ IW)ΠUiρ(i)y
〉
=
〈
(Ox ⊗ IW)ΠUiρ(i)x ,
(
(Ox −Oy)⊗ IW
)
ΠUiρ
(i)
y
〉
.
Thus, we can take
u(i)x = (Ox ⊗ IW)ΠUiρ(i)x and v(i)y = ΠUiρ(i)y (9)
as a feasible solution to (6) for the problem
(
Ox, ρ
(i)
x , ρ
(i+1)
x
)
. The norms of these vectors do not
exceed 1.
To get a lower bound for the approximate version of the problem, one can optimise over all
possible target vectors. For the general case, it is possible to use ideas from [34, Section 4.2].
We will use this approach in Section 6 for more specific problems.
Theorem 11. Let (Ox, ρx, σx)x∈D be a state conversion problem with ADV±(Ox, ρx, σx) < +∞,
and 0 < ε ≤ ADV±(Ox, ρx, σx) be a real number. Then, there exists a quantum algorithm with
oracle O that, for each x ∈ D, if O is replaced by Ox, transforms the state ρx into a state σ′x
satisfying ‖σx − σ′x‖ ≤ ε. The algorithm makes O
(
ADV±(Ox, ρx, σx) ε−2 log 1ε
)
queries.
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As shown by Kothari [31], the term ε−2 in Theorem 11 cannot be improved. We briefly
describe the corresponding construction here. Consider the following state-generation problem
with a standard oracle Ox encoding a string x ∈ {0, 1}n (see Definition 23). The space Z is
a direct sum of a one-dimensional space A, and a qubit B. The corresponding target state is
σx =
√
1− 1/n|0〉A +
√
1/n|parity(x)〉B. It can be shown that ADV±(Ox, σx) = O(1), while
any quantum algorithm that generates σx with error ≪
√
1/n has to make Ω(n) queries.
Proof of Theorem 11. The algorithm is strongly inspired by the algorithm in [34]. Let W, {ux}
and {vy} be a feasible solution to (6) with the objective value W = ADV±(Ox, ρx, σx). The
state space of the algorithm is Z ⊕ S ⊕A⊕B. Here the register S is isomorphic to Z, and the
registers A and B are isomorphic to X ⊗W.
Let ε′ = ε/4. For each x ∈ D, define the unit vectors tx+ and tx− by tx± = 1√2
(|ρx〉Z±|σx〉S),
and the following (non-normalised) vector
ψx = tx− +
√
W/2
ε′
(|vx〉A − |(Ox ⊗ IW)vx〉B) .
Let Λ be the projector onto the orthogonal complement of the span of the vectors {ψx}x∈D. Let
Πx be the projector onto the orthogonal complement of the span of the vectors |v〉A − |(Ox ⊗
IW)v〉B over all v ∈ X ⊗W. Let Ux = (2Πx − I)(2Λ− I).
Our algorithm executes the phase detection algorithm from Theorem 2 with the oracle
O = Ux, precision δ = ε
′2/W and error ε′. After that, the algorithm swaps the register Z and
S. We claim that this algorithm performs the required transformation in the register Z.
Let us first check the query complexity of the algorithm. The transformation 2Λ−I requires
no queries as it is independent of O. The transformation 2Πx−I can be implemented in 2 queries.
The query complexity of the algorithm now follows from Theorem 2.
Now, let us prove the correctness of the algorithm. Fix an element x ∈ D, and, as in
Theorem 2, let Pδ denote the projection onto the eigenvectors of Ux having eigenvalues e
iθ with
|θ| ≤ δ. Denote P⊥δ = I − Pδ.
Claim 12. We have ‖P⊥0 tx+‖ ≤ ε′.
Proof. Consider the vector
ϕ = tx+ − ε
′
√
2W
(|(O∗x ⊗ IW)ux〉A + |ux〉B).
First, tx+ is close to the normalised ϕ. Indeed, using (6a), we have
K =
∥∥∥∥ ε′√2W (|(O∗x ⊗ IW)ux〉A + |ux〉B)
∥∥∥∥2 ≤ ε′2.
Thus, 〈tx+, ϕ〉2 /‖ϕ‖2 = 1/(1 + K) ≥ 1 − ε′2. Next, we show that Uxϕ = ϕ, which proves the
claim. For this, note that for all y ∈ D,
〈ϕ,ψy〉 = 1
2
(
〈ρx, ρy〉 − 〈σx, σy〉 −
〈
ux,
(
(Ox −Oy)⊗ IW
)
vy
〉)
= 0
by (6b). This implies Λϕ = ϕ. Next, note that
|(O∗x ⊗ IW)ux〉A + |ux〉B = |w〉A + |(Ox ⊗ IW)w〉B
for w = (O∗x ⊗ IW)ux. Thus, this vector is orthogonal to |w〉A − |(Ox ⊗ IW)w〉B, as well as to
|v〉A − |(Ox ⊗ IW)v〉B for all v ⊥ w. Hence, Πxϕ = ϕ. Together, this proves that Uxϕ = ϕ.
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Claim 13. For all δ > 0, we have ‖Pδtx−‖ ≤ δ2
√
1 +W 2/ε′2.
Proof. This is a simple application of Lemma 1 with Π1 = Λ, Π2 = Πx and w = ψx.
Now we can prove the correctness of the algorithm. Let P denote the phase detection
subroutine used in our algorithm. Then,∥∥P|ρx〉Z − |σx〉S∥∥ = 1√
2
∥∥P(tx++tx−)−(tx+−tx−)∥∥ ≤ 1√
2
∥∥Ptx+−tx+∥∥+ 1√
2
∥∥Ptx−+tx−∥∥. (10)
By Theorem 2 and Claim 12, the first term of (10) is at most
√
2‖P⊥0 tx+‖ ≤
√
2ε′. For the
second term, by the same theorem and Claim 13, we have
1√
2
∥∥Ptx− + tx−∥∥ ≤ 1√
2
∥∥PP⊥δ tx− + P⊥δ tx−∥∥+√2 ‖Pδtx−‖ ≤ ε′√
2
+
δ√
2
√
1 +
W 2
ε′2
.
Thus, we have the following estimate on (10):
∥∥P|ρx〉Z − |σx〉S∥∥ ≤ √2ε′ + ε′√
2
+
δ√
2
√
1 +
W 2
ε′2
≤ ε′
(√
2 +
1√
2
)
+
ε′2√
2W
√
2
W 2
ε′2
< 4ε′ = ε.
This finishes the proof of Theorem 11.
4.2 Unitary Implementation and Composition
In this section, we study a variation of the problem from the last section.
Definition 14 (Unitary Implementation). Let X and Z be vector spaces, and D be some finite
set of labels. For each x ∈ D, a unitary Ox in X and a unitary Vx in Z are fixed. In the unitary
implementation problem (Ox, Vx)x∈D, the task is to construct a quantum algorithm with an
oracle O on X such that, for each x ∈ D, if O is replaced by Ox, the algorithm implements Vx
on Z. (Again, Z is embedded into the space of the algorithm.)
This problem is essentially a special case of the state conversion problem. Indeed, we can
define the set of labels D′ as consisting of pairs (x, ρ) with x ∈ D and ρ being a unit vector in
Z. Then, for a label (x, ρ) ∈ D′, we define
Ox,ρ = Ox, ρx,ρ = ρ, and σx,ρ = Vxρ. (11)
This state conversion problem is equivalent to the unitary implementation problem. But as
there are many correlations between triples with the same x, we can obtain a slightly more
compact formulation of the bound.
Definition 15. For a unitary implementation problem (Ox, Vx)x∈D, its adversary bound is
ADV±(Ox, Vx)x∈D = γ2
(
Vx − Vy | Ox −Oy
)
x,y∈D . (12)
With this definition, we regain the results of Section 4.1 in the new settings.
Theorem 16. Assume that a unitary implementation problem (Ox, Vx)x∈D can be solved exactly
in T queries. Then, ADV±(Ox, Vx)x∈D ≤ T .
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Proof. Consider the corresponding state conversion problem defined in (11), and the proof of
Theorem 10 on this instance. For a fixed x, let Υ′x map a vector ρ ∈ Z into the vector ux,ρ, that
is the feasible solution (8) corresponding to the pair (x, ρ) ∈ D′. Similarly, define Φy : ρ 7→ vy,ρ.
From (8) and (9), it is apparent that both these transformations are linear. As ‖ux,ρ‖2 ≤ T for
all unit ρ ∈ Z, we get that ‖Υ′x‖2 ≤ T . Similarly, ‖Φy‖2 ≤ T .
By (6b), for all x, y ∈ D and unit ρ, ρ′ ∈ Z, we have〈
Υ′xρ
′,
(
(Ox −Oy)⊗ IW
)
Φyρ
〉
=
〈
ρ′, ρ
〉− 〈Vxρ′, Vyρ〉 , (13)
or, as ρ and ρ′ are arbitrary,
Υ′x
∗(
(Ox −Oy)⊗ IW
)
Φy = I − V ∗x Vy. (14)
Thus, Υx = Υ
′
xV
∗
x and Φy form a feasible solution to (2) with objective value at most T .
Theorem 17. Let (Ox, Vx) be a unitary implementation problem with finite ADV
±(Ox, Vx)x∈D,
and ε > 0 be a real number. Then, there exists a quantum algorithm with oracle O that, for
each x ∈ D, if O is replaced by Ox, implements an isometry V ′x from Z to the state space of the
algorithm, such that ‖Vx − V ′x‖ ≤ ε. The algorithm makes O
(
ADV±(Ox, Vx) ε−2 log 1ε
)
queries.
Proof. This theorem is proven by a direct reduction to Theorem 11. Let Υx and Φy be the
optimal solution to (2) for ADV±(Ox, Vx). For x ∈ D and a unit ρ ∈ Z, define vectors
ux,ρ = ΥxVxρ and vy,ρ = Φyρ.
As in (13) and (14), we get that this is a feasible solution to the optimisation problem (6) for
the state conversion problem (11). Also, its objective value is at most ADV±(Ox, Vx).
More precisely, in order to apply Theorem 11, we need a finite D′ in the state conversion
problem (11). This is achieved by a standard argument, which we write down explicitly here,
and will use implicitly further in the paper. Select a finite ε-net on Z and apply Theorem 11
for the vectors ρ in the net. Let A be the resulting algorithm. For arbitrary ρ ∈ Z, let ρ′ be
the vector in the net closest to ρ. Then,
‖Aρ− Vxρ‖ ≤ ‖Aρ−Aρ′‖+ ‖Aρ′ − Vxρ′‖+ ‖Vxρ′ − Vxρ‖ ≤ 3ε.
Replacing ε by ε/3, we obtain the required result.
A nice property of (12), compared to Definition 8, is its symmetry of the input and the
output. It makes possible various applications of the composition property from Proposition 6.
In particular, the following result is straightforward:
Proposition 18. Let D be a set of labels, (Ox, Vx)x∈D and (Vx,Wx)x∈D be unitary implemen-
tation problems. Then, ADV±(Ox,Wx) ≤ ADV±(Ox, Vx)ADV±(Vx,Wx).
A computational interpretation of Proposition 18 is as follows. Assume we want to imple-
ment (Ox,Wx) with constant error. Assume we also know solutions to the adversary bounds
of (Ox, Vx) and (Vx,Wx) with objective values T1 and T2, respectively. One approach is to use
Theorem 17 to get an O(T2) query algorithm B for the problem (Vx,Wx). Then, we can use
Theorem 17 again to get an algorithm A for the problem (Ox, Vx) and use it as an oracle for
B. In order for this to work, we must set the error of the algorithm A to ε≪ 1/T2. Thus, the
complexity of one execution of A becomes O˜(T1T
2
2 ), and the total complexity of the algorithm
becomes O˜(T1T
3
2 ).
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Proposition 18 shows that we can actually get an algorithm with complexity O(T1T2) instead,
thus saving a T 22 factor! This is more impressive than the logarithmic savings for function
evaluation. Moreover, if we only have an approximate algorithm for the problem (Ox, Vx), and
don’t know a solution to the adversary bound, we, in general, cannot amplify the precision of
the algorithm, and cannot compose the two procedure at all.
It is possible to get other results in the spirit of Proposition 18. The next proposition
corresponds to the observation that the query complexity of implementing two subroutines in
superposition equals the complexity of the hardest of them, and that implementing a tensor
product of them is at most the sum of the complexities of the two.
Proposition 19. Let D be a set of labels, (Ox, Vx)x∈D and (Ox,Wx)x∈D be unitary implemen-
tation problems. Then,
ADV±(Ox, Vx ⊕Wx) = max
{
ADV±(Ox, Vx),ADV±(Ox,Wx)
}
and
ADV±(Ox, Vx ⊗Wx) ≤ ADV±(Ox, Vx) + ADV±(Ox,Wx).
Proof. The first equation immediately follows from Proposition 6(f). For the second inequality,
using Propositions 4(c) and 6(g), we have (all relative γ2-norms are on x, y ∈ D):
ADV±(Ox, Vx ⊗Wx) = γ2
(
Vx ⊗Wx − Vy ⊗Wy | Ox −Oy
)
≤ γ2
(
Vx ⊗Wx − Vy ⊗Wx | Ox −Oy
)
+ γ2
(
Vy ⊗Wx − Vy ⊗Wy | Ox −Oy
)
≤ γ2
(
Vx − Vy | Ox −Oy
)
γ2(Wx | 1) + γ2
(
Wx −Wy | Ox −Oy
)
γ2(Vy | 1)
≤ ADV±(Ox, Vx) + ADV±(Ox,Wx),
since from ‖Wx‖ = 1 we get γ2(Wx | 1)x,y∈D = 1, and similarly for γ2(Vy | 1).
With this machinery, it is also easy to introduce costs of various subroutines in a way similar
to [37]:
Proposition 20. Let D be a set of labels, (Ox, V (i)x )x∈D, for i ∈ [n], and (Ox,Wx)x∈D be unitary
implementation problems. Then,
ADV±(Ox,Wx) ≤ γ2
(
Wx −Wy
∣∣∣ ⊕
i∈[n]
V
(i)
x − V (i)y
ADV±
(
Ox, V
(i)
x
))
x,y∈D
.
Intuitively, the last expression means that it costs ADV±
(
Ox, V
(i)
x
)
queries to execute the
subroutine that implements V
(i)
x .
Proof. By Propositions 4(b) and 6(f), we have
γ2
(⊕
i∈[n]
V
(i)
x − V (i)y
ADV±
(
Ox, V
(i)
x
) ∣∣∣Ox −Oy)
x,y∈D
= 1,
and the statement follows from Proposition 6(e).
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4.3 Fractional Query Model
In this section, we briefly discuss how the results of the previous sections can be applied for the
fractional query model. The fractional query model is equivalent to the more known continuous
query model for the standard input oracle [23, 16]. A similar equivalence still holds for general
input oracles. Let us consider the unitary implementation problem, the state conversion problem
being similar.
Let D be a set of labels. For x ∈ D, we have to implement a unitary Vx. This time, instead
of the input oracle Ox, we have an input Hamiltonian Hx, which is an arbitrary Hermitian
operator. A query algorithm alternates unitary transformations and executions of the input
Hamiltonian. The algorithm can execute the input Hamiltonian for arbitrary time t > 0, which
results in the application of the unitary e−iHt. The complexity of the algorithm is the total
execution time of the input Hamiltonian.
We may assume that all applications of the input Hamiltonian have some small duration t.
The adversary bound of this problem is then equal to
lim
t→+0
t γ2
(
Vx− Vy
∣∣ e−iHxt− e−iHyt)
x,y∈D
= lim
t→+0
γ2
(
Vx−Vy
∣∣∣ e−iHxt − IX
t
− e
−iHyt − IX
t
)
x,y∈D
,
where we used Proposition 6(d). Clearly,
lim
t→+0
e
−iHxt − IX
t
=
d
dt
e
−iHxt∣∣
t=0
= −iHx.
Using Lemma 21 below and Proposition 4(b), the adversary bound of implementation of {Vx}
in the fractional query model with input Hamiltonians {Hx} is given by
γ2
(
Vx − Vy | Hx −Hy
)
x,y∈D .
Lemma 21. Let D1 and D2 be finite sets of labels, and R ⊆ D1 × D2. Consider the subspace
M of families of matrices ∆ = {∆xy}x∈D1,y∈D2 satisfying ∆xy = 0 for all (x, y) ∈ R. Let M0
denote the subset of all {∆xy} ∈ M satisfying ∆xy 6= 0 for all (x, y) /∈ R. For a fixed family
A = {Axy}x∈D1,y∈D2, the function ∆ 7→ γ2(A|∆) of ∆ on M, is continuous in all points of M0.
Proof. If Axy 6= 0 for some (x, y) ∈ R, then γ2(A|∆) = +∞ on all M, hence, it is continuous.
Let us now assume that Axy = 0 for all (x, y) ∈ R.
Fix a parameter δ > 0, and denote byMδ the subset of all {∆xy} ∈ M satisfying ‖∆xy‖ > δ
for all (x, y) /∈ R. We will show that γ2(A|∆) is uniformly continuous onMδ. As δ is arbitrary,
this proves that γ2(A|∆) is continuous on M0.
Let ∆ = {∆xy} and ∆′ = {∆′xy} be two families in Mδ. Let {Υx} and {Φy} be an optimal
solution to γ2(A|∆). Then, by Proposition 4(c), where the relative γ2-norms are with respect
to x ∈ D1, y ∈ D2,
γ2(A|∆′) ≤ γ2
(
Υ∗x(∆
′
xy ⊗ IW)Φy
∣∣∆′xy)+ γ2(Υ∗x((∆xy −∆′xy)⊗ IW)Φy ∣∣∆′xy)
≤ γ2(A|∆) + γ2
(
Υ∗x
(
(∆xy −∆′xy)⊗ IW
)
Φy
∣∣∆′xy).
Applying (4) twice, we see that
γ2
(
Υ∗x
(
(∆xy −∆′xy)⊗ IW
)
Φy
∣∣∆′xy) ≤ |D1| · |D2|δ maxx,y ∥∥∥Υ∗x((∆xy −∆′xy)⊗ IW)Φy∥∥∥tr
≤ |D1| · |D2|
δ
max
x,y
(
dimZ1‖Υ∗x‖ ‖Φy‖ ‖∆xy −∆′xy‖
)
≤ |D1| · |D2|
∑
xy ‖Axy‖tr
δ2
dimZ1max
x,y
‖∆xy −∆′xy‖.
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As we can exchange ∆ and ∆′, γ2(A|∆) is uniformly continuous on Mδ.
Let us note that, in general, γ2(A|∆) is not continuous in ∆ outside M0. Indeed, let
A = (axy) be a 01-matrix. By Proposition 6(c), γ2
(
axy|axy
)
= 1. Now let ε > 0 be a small real
number, and ∆xy = (δxy) be defined by δxy = 1 if axy = 1, and δxy = ε if axy = 0. In this case,
using (3), γ2
(
axy|δxy
)
= γ2(A). Finally, it is possible to construct a 01-matrix with arbitrary
large γ2-norm, for example, γ2 ( 1 01 1 ) > 1.
5 State-Generating Oracles
In this section, we study a more specific problem, in which we are given an oracle that prepares
some quantum state, or a direct sum of a number of such oracles. An important special case is
the standard input oracle that encodes a sting x ∈ [q]n. This oracle is used by most of quantum
algorithms and previous research on quantum adversaries, starting with the hybrid method and
ending with [34], focused on this case.
We proceed by applying general results of Section 4 to this special case. We get two different
formulations of the adversary bound for this problem. The first formulation is easier to use,
and it has composability properties similar to Proposition 18, but it can be much larger than
the true adversary bound. Another one is a tight characterisation of the adversary bound, but
it is also harder to use.
In Section 5.2, we compare performance of both bounds on a simple problem, and show
that, although the bounds we got in Theorems 11 and 17 are similar, the bound for unitary
implementation is more precise for some problems.
5.1 Definitions and Bounds
In this section, we will work with the following input oracle:
Definition 22 (State-Generating Oracle). Let X be a vector space with a fixed unit vector
e0 ∈ X . An oracle Ox generates a state ψx iff Oxe0 = ψx.
We will also consider direct sums of such oracles. That is, let J = Cn, and Ox acting on
J ⊗X is decomposable into Ox =
⊕
j∈[n]Ox,j , where each Ox,j acts on X and generates a state
ψx,j. In particular, we have Ox|j〉J |0〉X = |j〉J |ψx,j〉X for all j ∈ [n].
The convention is that the algorithm works for any oracle generating the states ψx,j. The
case n = 1 is the fundamental one, and the general case can be reduced to it by Proposition 6(f).
We will assume that e0 is orthogonal to all ψx,j. This is without loss of generality, as one can
always add one more dimension to X . The most common variant of the state-generating oracle
is as follows.
Definition 23 (Oracle Encoding a String). Let X has orthonormal basis e0, . . . , eq. A standard
oracle Ox encoding a string x = (xj) ∈ [q]n is a state-generating oracle of Definition 22 with
ψx,j = exj .
Let H be an arbitrary vector space. A noisy oracle O˜x encoding a string x ∈ [q]n is a
state-generating oracle with each ψx,j ∈ X ⊗H satisfying ‖(Πxj ⊗ IH)ψx,j‖2 ≥ 12 +Ω(1). Here
Πa is the projector eae
∗
a on X .
If the input oracle Ox of a state conversion or a unitary implementation problem is a
state-generating oracle, we replace it by the list of the corresponding vectors, i.e., we write({ψx,j}j∈[n], ρx, σx)x∈D or ({ψx,j}j∈[n], Vx)x∈D. We omit the subscripts if they are clear from
the context. For instance, for the standard input oracle, we get the problem
({exj}, ρx, σx)
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studied in [34]. Our task in this section is to provide estimates on the adversary bound with
state-generating oracles.
Proposition 24. For a state conversion
({ψx,j}j∈[n], ρx, σx)x∈D and a unitary implementation({ψx,j}j∈[n], Vx)x∈D problems, we have the following estimates:
ADV±
({ψx,j}, ρx, σx) ≤ γ2(〈ρx, ρy〉 − 〈σx, σy〉 ∣∣∣⊕
j∈[n]
(
1− 〈ψx,j, ψy,j〉
))
x,y∈D
(15)
ADV±
({ψx,j}, Vx) ≤ γ2(Vx − Vy ∣∣∣⊕
j∈[n]
(
1− 〈ψx,j, ψy,j〉
))
x,y∈D
. (16)
The direct sum in (15) and (16) stands for an n× n diagonal matrix.
Proof. Let D′ denote the label set of the state conversion problem corresponding to ({ψx,j}, σx),
i.e., each label consists of x ∈ D and the choice of a unitary Ox =
⊕
j∈[n]Ox,j preparing the
vectors ψx,j. By Theorem 11, for each j ∈ [n], we have γ2
(
1−〈ψx,j, ψy,j〉 | Ox,j−Oy,j
)
x,y∈D′ ≤ 1.
By Proposition 6(f),
γ2
(⊕
j∈[n](1− 〈ψx,j, ψy,j〉)
∣∣∣Ox −Oy)
x,y∈D′
≤ 1.
The statement now follows from Points (b) and (e) of Proposition 6.
Inspired by this result, let us denote by A˜dv
({ψx,j}, ρx, σx) and A˜dv({ψx,j}, Vx) the right-
hand sides of (15) and (16), respectively. An equivalent formulation of A˜dv
({ψx,j}, ρx, σx),
which is closer in form to the usual formulation of the dual adversary bound, is
minimise max
x∈D
max
{∑
j∈[n] ‖ux,j‖
2,
∑
j∈[n] ‖vx,j‖
2
}
(17a)
subject to
∑
j∈[n] 〈ux,j, vy,j〉
(
1− 〈ψx,j, ψy,j〉
)
= 〈ρx, ρy〉 − 〈σx, σy〉 for all x, y ∈ D. (17b)
W is a vector space, ux,j, vy,j ∈ W. (17c)
This bound has some nice properties. It is easier than the general definition of ADV±
({ψx,j}, ρx, σx).
For a state generation problem, it has a symmetry between the input and the output, like the
expression in (12). In particular, it can be composed with itself akin Proposition 18.
Inspired by this symmetry, one might guess that this is a tight bound on ADV±
({ψx,j}, ρx, σx).
But it turns out that it is not tight, as we will show in Section 5.2. On the other hand, there
is one important special case, when it is.
Proposition 25. Assume that D ⊆ [q]n, and a state conversion problem ({exj}j∈[n], ρx, σx)x∈D
with the standard oracle is given. Then, ADV±
({exj}, ρx, σx) ≥ 12 A˜dv({exj}, ρx, σx), that is,
ADV±
({exj}, ρx, σx) ≥ 12 γ2
(
〈ρx, ρy〉 − 〈σx, σy〉
∣∣∣⊕
j∈[n] 1xj 6=yj
)
x,y∈D
.
A similar result holds for the unitary implementation problem.
Thus, we obtain the formulation of the adversary bound from [34].
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Proof. Similarly to the proof of Proposition 24, it suffices to show that
γ2
(
Ox,j −Oy,j | 1xj 6=yj
)
x,y∈D′ ≤ 2.
To show this, note that the block matrices Υx =
(
O∗
x,j
IX
)
and Φy =
(
IX
−Oy,j
)
form a feasible
solution to (2) in this case.
There is an alternative way to estimate ADV±({ψx,j}, σx). For ψ ∈ X , orthogonal to e0,
let R(ψ) = IX − (e0 − ψ)(e0 − ψ)∗ be the reflection through the orthogonal complement of
(e0 − ψ)/
√
2.
Proposition 26. For a unitary implementation problem
({ψx,j}j∈[n], Vx)x∈D, we have
1
2
ADV±
({ψx,j}, Vx) ≤ γ2(Vx − Vy ∣∣∣ ⊕
j∈[n]
(
R(ψx,j)−R(ψy,j)
))
x,y∈D
≤ ADV±({ψx,j}, Vx).
Proof. The first inequality, similarly to Proposition 24, is a consequence of
γ2
(
R(ψx,j)−R(ψy,j) | Ox,j −Oy,j
)
x,y∈D′ ≤ 2.
The latter follows from Theorem 16, as given an oracle Ox,j mapping e0 into ψx,j, one can reflect
about (e0 − ψx,j)/
√
2 in two queries. (Recall that we assumed that ψx,j is orthogonal to e0.)
For the second inequality, note that R(ψx,j) transforms e0 into ψx,j, and, thus, is a valid
Ox,j from Definition 22.
5.2 Comparison of The Bounds
In this section, we analyse the performance of bounds from Section 5.1 on the following simple
problem. Let n = 1, and consider the following state generation problem (ψx, σx)x∈D, where we
are given an oracle that generates a state ψx, and the task is to generate σx. For simplicity, we
assume all vectors have real entries.
The problem is parametrised by a positive real number α, that we assume to be small. The
set of labels D has a special label 0. For all x ∈ D \ {0}, we have 〈ψx, ψ0〉 = cosα. The target
states satisfy σx = σy and σx ⊥ σ0 for all x, y 6= 0. For simplicity, we assume that α = pi/(4k)
for a positive integer k.
Claim 27. The above problem can be solved exactly in O(1/α) queries.
Proof. This is an application of exact quantum amplitude amplification [20]. For completeness,
let us describe the algorithm. Start in the state ψ0 and repeatedly reflect about ψ0 and ψx. If
x = 0, the state ψ0 remains intact. If x 6= 0, each iteration of two reflections performs a rotation
by angle 2α in the plane spanned by ψ0 and ψx. Thus, after k iterations, the state φ of the
algorithm is orthogonal to ψ0. Attach a fresh qubit containing 0 if φ = ψ0 and 1 if φ ⊥ ψ0, and
run the whole procedure in reverse.
Claim 28. For the above problem, we have A˜dv(ψx, σx) = Θ(1/α
2).
Proof. Let x be an arbitrary non-zero element of D. Note that 1 − 〈ψx, ψ0〉 = 1 − cosα ≈ α2.
On the other hand, 1− 〈σx, σ0〉 = 1. Hence, by Proposition 6(c), A˜dv(ψx, σx) = Ω(1/α2).
To get the upper bound, use the following matrices as a feasible solution
Υ0 = Φx =
(
1/
√
1− cosα
0
)
and Φ0 = Υx =
(
0
1/
√
1− cosα
)
for all x 6= 0.
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Thus, Claim 28 shows that the estimate in Proposition 24 is not tight. On, the other hand,
we know that the estimate from Proposition 26 is tight, and we will show an explicit solution.
For this, the following easy lemma is useful. We omit the proof.
Lemma 29. Let Rψ and Rφ be reflections about the orthogonal complements of vectors ψ and
φ in X . Let S ⊆ X be the span of ψ and φ, and let α be the angle between them. The difference
Rψ − Rφ is zero on S⊥, and it has eigenvalues ±2 sinα on S with eigenvectors that are the
bisectors of ψ and φ⊥, the latter complement taken in S.
Claim 30. For x ∈ D, let us denote Rx = R(ψx) the reflection through the orthogonal comple-
ment of ψ′x = (e0 − ψx)/
√
2. Then, γ2(1− 〈σx, σy〉 | Rx −Ry)x,y∈D = Θ(1/α).
Proof. Note that, for x 6= 0, the angle between ψ′x and ψ′0 is β ≈ α/
√
2. By Lemma 29,
R0−Rx has eigenvalues ±2 sin β with the eigenvectors being the bisectors of ψ′0⊥ and ψ′x. From
Proposition 6(c), we get a lower bound γ2
(
1− 〈σx, σy〉 | Rx −Ry
) ≥ 1/(2 sin β) = Ω(1/α).
Let ϕx be the eigenvector of R0 − Rx with eigenvalue 2 sin β. If α is small, the angle
between ϕx and ψ
′
0 is around pi/4. Note that c =
〈
ϕx, (R0 − Rx)ψ′0
〉
is independent of x, and
c ≈ √2 sin β ≈ α. Thus, we can take the following feasible solution
Υ0 =
(
ψ′0/
√
c
0
)
, Φx =
(
ϕx/
√
c
0
)
, Φ0 =
(
0
ψ′0/
√
c
)
, and Υx =
(
0
ϕx/
√
c
)
to show that γ2
(
1−〈σx, σy〉 | Rx−Ry
)
= O(1/α). (Here we used that Rx−Ry is self-adjoint.)
This proves that Proposition 26 is more precise than Proposition 24 for vectors that are
close to each other. Essentially, this is because ‖Rx − R0‖ scales as α, whereas 1 − 〈ψx, ψ0〉
scales as α2. On the other hand, since the location of the eigenvectors of Rx − Ry depends on
both x and y, it is hard to “catch” them by a solution {Υx}, {Φy} with parts that depend on
x and y separetely.
This has other consequences. This time, consider a different state generation problem. Let
D = {0, 1}, 〈ψ0, ψ1〉 = cosα, and 〈σ0, σ1〉 = cos γ, where γ satisfies 1 − cos γ = sinα, that is,
γ ≈ √α. As in Claim 30, we get that
γ2
(
1− 〈σx, σy〉 | Rx −Ry
)
x,y∈D = Θ(1). (18)
On the other hand, by the proof of the same claim, for any unitaries V0 and V1 that transform
ρ0 into σ0 and σ1, respectively, we have that
γ2
(
Vx − Vy | Rx −Ry
)
x,y∈D = Θ(1/
√
α). (19)
Thus, comparing (18) and (19), we arrive at a paradoxical conclusion: The adversary bound
allows generation of σ0 and σ1 in a constant number of queries, but simultaneously prohibits
any unitary that would perform this task! Or, to put it less dramatically, Theorem 16 is more
precise than Theorem 10.
Also, in sight of (19) and Theorem 16, an algorithm (like the one in Theorem 11) that
performs the transformation in (18) with error ≪ √α has to make Ω(1/√α) queries. This
shows that the ε−2 term in the complexity estimate of Theorem 11 cannot be improved to less
than ε−1.
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6 Evaluation of Functions and Relations
In this section, we study the problem of evaluating relations and functions with emphasis on
lower bounds. In Section 6.1, we obtain lower bounds by optimising the adversary bound for
state generation over the set of allowed target states and taking the dual. Our approach in
Section 6.2 is more interesting. We show that the adversary bound is a lower bound not only
for the exact version of the problem, but also for the approximate one in two cases: When we
evaluate a function; or when we evaluate a relation, provided that we can effectively test the
output of the algorithm. This is done by constructing the adversary bound for the problem of
outputting the exact solution, given an oracle that prepares an approximate solution.
6.1 Definitions and Basic Bounds
Definition 31 (Evaluation of Relation). Let X be a vector space, D be a set of labels, and
{Ox}x∈D be a collection of input oracles on X . Assume also that there is given a relation
r : D → [m]. A quantum algorithm that evaluates the relation r with input oracles {Ox} is
any state-generating algorithm from Definition 7 with Z = Y ⊗ H, where Y = Cm and H is
arbitrary, that satisfies the following condition. The state ρx equals some fixed ρ0 for all x ∈ D,
and (Πr(x) ⊗ IH)σx = σx for all x ∈ D. Here Πr(x) is the projector
∑
a∈r(x) eae
∗
a in Y.
Evaluation of a function is a special case of this definition with |r(x)| = 1 for all x ∈ D.
We say that the above algorithm has error ε if ‖(Πr(x)⊗ IH)σx‖2 ≥ 1− ε for all x ∈ D. Note
that this notion is different than the one assumed in Sections 4 and 5, but it is conventional in
quantum algorithms.
Throughout the section, we use notation ∆ = (∆xy)x,y∈D for the collection of matrices
∆xy = Ox − Oy. Using Definition 31 and Theorem 10, it is straightforward to lower bound
the query complexity of evaluation of a relation. The lower bound is given by the following
optimisation problem:
minimise max
{
maxx∈D ‖ux‖2 ,maxy∈D ‖vy‖2
}
(20a)
subject to 1−
∑
a∈[m] 〈σx,a, σy,a〉 =
〈
ux,
(
∆xy ⊗ IW
)
vy
〉
for all x, y ∈ D; (20b)∑
a/∈r(x) ‖σx,a‖
2 ≤ ε for all x ∈ D; (20c)
H,W are vector spaces, ux, vy ∈ X ⊗W, σx,a ∈ H. (20d)
Indeed, this is the adversary bound (6) with the optimisation over σx =
⊕
a∈[m] σx,a. The
condition (20b) with x = y implies ‖σx‖2 = 1. Taking the dual, we obtain the following
formulation:
maximise λmax
(
Γ− εN) (21a)
subject to ‖Γ ◦∆‖ ≤ 1 ; (21b)
Γ  N ◦ Ea for all a ∈ [m]. (21c)
Here Γ is a Hermitian D×D matrix, and N is a diagonal D×D matrix with non-negative real
entries. Next, λmax stands for the maximal eigenvalue, thus, ‖Γ‖ = max{λmax(Γ), λmax(−Γ)}.
The diagonal D×D matrix Ea is defined by Ea[[x, x]] = 1a/∈r(x). The Hadamard product in (21b)
is defined as in Proposition 5.
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When ε = 0, the optimisation problem can be slightly simplified (where Γ[[r−1(a), r−1(a)]]
stands for the corresponding submatrix of Γ):
maximise λmax
(
Γ
)
(22a)
subject to ‖Γ ◦∆‖ ≤ 1 ; (22b)
Γ[[r−1(a), r−1(a)]]  0 for all a ∈ [m]. (22c)
(Compare condition (22c) with condition (25c) from the functional case.) The dual formulations
in (21) and (22) are derived in Appendices A.2 and A.3. Thus, we obtain:
Theorem 32. A lower bound on evaluating a relation r with input oracles {Ox} and error ε is
given by (21). A lower bound on exact evaluation is given by (22).
By Theorem 11, the approximate bound is essentially tight if one can tolerate a slightly
larger error in the upper bound.
We can also get a lower bound for the average-case error. In this case, a probability distribu-
tion px is given on D, and the algorithm must have error at most ε on average, when the input x
is sampled from p. In notation of Definition 31, the requirement is
∑
x∈D px‖(Πr(x)⊗IH)σx‖2 ≥
1− ε. The following result is proven in Appendix A.4.
Theorem 33. The quantum query complexity of evaluating a relation r with input oracles {Ox},
probability distribution px on the set of inputs D, and average error ε, is lower bounded by the
following optimisation problem:
maximise u∗Γu− εη (23a)
subject to ‖Γ ◦∆‖ ≤ 1 ; (23b)
Γ ◦ (uu∗)  ηP ◦ Ea for all a ∈ [m]; (23c)
where the optimisation is over D ×D Hermitian matrix Γ, unit vector u ∈ CD, and real η ≥ 0.
The matrix P = diag(px), and ∆ and Ea are as in (21).
Now assume we have the standard input oracle as in Definition 23. Without loss of generality,
without loss of generality D = [q]n, as we may always say that x ∈ [q]n \ D is in relation with
all a ∈ [m]. Next, by Proposition 25, we may replace ∆xy in (20b) by
⊕
j∈[n] 1xj 6=yj . Using the
same dual, and simplifying slightly, we obtain the following version of the bound.
Corollary 34. Let r : [q]n → [m] be a relation. The quantum query complexity of evaluating r
with the standard input oracle is given by (21) and (22) for the approximate and exact versions
of the problem, respectively, where the conditions (21b) and (22b) are replaced by
‖Γ ◦∆j‖ ≤ 1 for all j ∈ [n],
and the [q]n× [q]n matrix ∆j is given by ∆j [[x, y]] = 1xj 6=yj . The complexity in the average-error
case is given by (23) with (23b) replaced by the same condition.
6.2 Purifiers
As we mentioned in the introduction, the usual adversary bound is tight for bounded-error
function evaluation, but it is only semi-tight for general state conversion problems. In this
section, we give an explanation of this phenomenon and show that this is still true for general
input oracles. Our method can be extended to other problems. For instance, we show that the
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adversary bound is tight for approximate evaluation of relations, provided that we can efficiently
test the output of the algorithm.
The functional case is based on the following state generation problem. Let Y and H be
vector spaces. The input vector ψx ∈ Y ⊗H, when Y is measured, gives one of the basis vector
with high probability. The target vector is the corresponding basis vector. We show that if the
problem has a bounded gap, its adversary bound is constant. More precisely, we consider the
following two cases:
• Let n = 2, and the standard basis of Y be {e0, e1}. Assume there exist constants c, δ with
0 < c − δ < c + δ < 1, such that, for each input vector ψx, either ‖Π1ψx‖2 ≤ c − δ, or
‖Π1ψx‖2 ≥ c+ δ, where Πi = (eie∗i )⊗ IH. In the first case we define σx = e0, and in the
second case σx = e1.
• Let n be arbitrary, Y have the standard basis {e1, . . . , en}, and δ > 0 be a constant. For
each x ∈ D, there exists i ∈ [n] such that ‖Πiψx‖2 ≥ 1/2 + δ. The corresponding target
state is σx = ei.
Theorem 35. For both of the above state generation problems, we have
γ2
(
1− 〈σx, σy〉 | 1− 〈ψx, ψy〉
)
x,y∈D = O(1).
Note that in this case 1 − 〈σx, σy〉 = 1σx 6=σy . We give the proof at the end of this section.
Depending on the point of view, this result can be interpreted in two ways.
Corollary 36. Let Ox be the standard input oracle encoding a string x ∈ [q]n as in Definition 23.
Assume A is a quantum algorithm implementing a unitary Vx in T queries to Ox for all x ∈
D ⊆ [q]n. Then, the unitary Vx can be approximated to arbitrary constant precision in O(T )
queries to a noisy oracle O˜x.
A usual implementation of Vx with the noisy oracle reduces the error of the noisy oracle to
≪ 1/T by O(log T ) repetitions, giving an algorithm with complexity O(T log T ). The previous
corollary removes this logarithmic factor.
Proof. By Theorem 16 and Proposition 25, we have
γ2
(
Vx − Vy
∣∣∣⊕
j∈[n] 1xj 6=yj
)
x,y∈D
≤ 2T.
On the other hand, the states ψx,j generated by the noisy oracle O˜x satisfy the conditions of
Theorem 35, so using this theorem and Proposition 6(f),
γ2
(⊕
j∈[n] 1xj 6=yj
∣∣∣⊕
j∈[n](1− 〈ψx,j, ψy,j〉)
)
x,y∈D
= O(1).
The statement now follows from Proposition 6(e), Proposition 24 and Theorem 17.
Another implication of Theorem 35 is our promised result about the tightness of the adver-
sary bound for bounded-error function evaluation.
Theorem 37. Let f : D → [m] be a function, and {Ox}x∈D be a collection of input oracles.
The adversary bound
γ2
(
1f(x)6=g(x) | Ox −Oy
)
x,y∈D (24)
characterises the bounded-error quantum query complexity of evaluating f with the general oracle
{Ox}x∈D up to a constant factor.
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Proof. The adversary bound gives an upper bound by Theorem 11. For the lower bound, let A
be an optimal algorithm that evaluates f with bounded error in T queries. Let ψx be the final
state of A on the input x ∈ D. By Theorem 10,
γ2
(
1− 〈ψx, ψy〉 | Ox −Oy
)
x,y∈D ≤ T.
The vectors ψx satisfy the conditions of Theorem 35, hence,
γ2
(
1f(x)6=f(y) | 1− 〈ψx, ψy〉
)
x,y∈D = O(1).
Using Proposition 6(e), we get the statement of the theorem.
Applying Proposition 5 to (24) and simplifying (or using (22)), we get the following formu-
lation of the adversary bound for function evaluation:
maximise ‖Γ‖ (25a)
subject to ‖Γ ◦∆‖ ≤ 1 ; (25b)
Γ[[f−1(a), f−1(a)]] = 0 for all a ∈ [m]; (25c)
with notation as in (21).
In general, we cannot obtain an analogue of Theorem 35 for approximate evaluation of
relations. The reason is ambiguity. Assume there is an element x ∈ D in relation with all
[m] \ {1}, and an element y ∈ D in relation with all [m] \ {2}. Given a uniform superposition
over all elements of [m] as the input state, should we amplify for the first or for the second case?
But assume we can effectively test a solution for a relation r. That is, there exists a bounded-
error quantum algorithm that, given oracle access to Ox, and an element a ∈ [m], accepts iff
a ∈ r(x). This is a common scenario, especially in so-called search problems. For instance,
consider the relation r between [q]n, where n ≫ q, and the set of 2-subsets of [n]. A string
x ∈ [q]n is in relation with {a, b} ⊂ [n] iff xa = xb. If q is large, it is not easy to find a pair {a, b}
in relation with x, but, having a pair, it is trivial to test it. Having this situation in mind, we
state the following result.
Theorem 38. Assume Z is a vector space, and δ > 0. Let {ψx,Πx}x∈D be a collection of unit
vectors and projectors in Z such that ‖Πxψx‖2 ≥ δ for all x. For each x, let Rx be the reflection
IZ−2Πx. Then, there exist a vector space H, and a collection {σx}x∈D of unit vectors in Z⊗H
such that (Πx ⊗ IH)σx = σx for all x, and
γ2
(
1− 〈σx, σy〉
∣∣ (1− 〈ψx, ψy〉)⊕ (Rx −Ry))
x,y∈D
≤ 2
δ
.
We will give the proof later. Actually, it is easy to improve the bound slightly.
Corollary 39. In the settings of Theorem 38, let Ox be an oracle generating the state ψx.
Then,
γ2
(
1− 〈σx, σy〉
∣∣ (Ox −Oy)⊕ (Rx −Ry))
x,y∈D
= O
(
1√
δ
)
. (26)
Proof. By amplitude amplification [20], in O(1/
√
δ) queries to Ox, we can generate a state
ψ′x ∈ Z ⊗ H such that ‖(Πx ⊗ IH)ψ′x‖2 = Ω(1). By Theorem 10, and Points (c) and (f) of
Proposition 6, we have
γ2
(
(1− 〈ψ′x, ψ′y〉)⊕ (Rx −Ry) ∣∣ (Ox −Oy)⊕ (Rx −Ry))
x,y∈D
= O
(
1√
δ
)
.
Now compose it, using Proposition 6(e), with the bound from Theorem 38 applied to the vectors
ψ′x.
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The Ox−Oy term in (26) cannot be replaced with 1−〈ψx, ψy〉 due to the reasons explained
in Section 5.2.
Our main consequence of Theorem 38 is that, in this case, it is possible to replace bound (21)
with an easier bound (22), when analysing approximate evaluation of relations.
Theorem 40. Let r : D → [m] be a relation, and {Ox}x∈D be a collection of input oracles. Let
P be the value of the adversary bound (22), which also equals (20) with ε = 0. Assume that
there exists a bounded-error quantum algorithm that, given oracle access to Ox and a ∈ [m],
tests whether a ∈ r(x) in o(P ) queries. Then, Ω(P ) is a lower bound on the quantum query
complexity of evaluating r with general input oracles {Ox} and error 1−Ω(1).
Proof. The proof is similar to the one of Theorem 37, but this one is a slightly more complicated
jigsaw puzzle.
Let A be an optimal algorithm that evaluates r with error 1−δ in T queries, where δ = Ω(1).
Our aim is to show that T = Ω(P ). Let Y ⊗H be the space of the algorithm A, where Y = Cm.
Let ψx ∈ Y ⊗H be the final state of A on the input x ∈ D. By Theorem 10,
γ2
(
1− 〈ψx, ψy〉 | Ox −Oy
)
x,y∈D ≤ T. (27)
Now we apply Theorem 38 with Πx = Πr(x)⊗IH, where Πr(x) is as in Definition 31. This gives
γ2
(
1− 〈σx, σy〉
∣∣ (1− 〈ψx, ψy〉)⊕ (Rx −Ry))
x,y∈D
= O(1) (28)
for some vectors σx satisfying the constraints of Theorem 38.
For a ∈ [m], let fa : D → {0, 1} be defined by fa(x) = 1a∈r(x). For the reflections Rx in (28),
we have
Rx −Ry =
(⊕
a∈[m] 2(−1)
fa(x) · 1fa(x)6=fa(y)
)
⊗ IH.
We know that each fa can be evaluated in some number S = o(P ) queries to Ox, hence, by
Theorem 37 and Proposition 6(f),
γ2
(⊕
a∈[m] 1fa(x)6=fa(y)
∣∣∣Ox −Oy)
x,y,∈D
= O(S).
Hence, using Points (g) and (d) of Proposition 6, we have γ2
(
Rx−Ry | Ox−Oy
)
x,y,∈D = O(S).
Combining this with (27) using Proposition 6(f), we arrive at
γ2
(
(1− 〈ψx, ψy〉)⊕ (Rx −Ry) | Ox −Oy
)
x,y,∈D
= O(S + T ).
Finally, combining this with (28) using Proposition 6(e), we get
γ2
(
1− 〈σx, σy〉 | Ox −Oy
)
x,y,∈D = O(S + T ).
The left-hand side gives a feasible solution to the optimisation problem in (20) with ε = 0.
Since P is defined as the optimal solution to that problem, P = O(S + T ), and as S = o(P ),
we get T = Ω(P ).
We now prove both our technical results.
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Proof of Theorem 38. Our construction is inspired by the following simple algorithm: Generate
the state ψx, then, conditioned on being orthogonal to Πx, generate another copy of ψx, and
repeat. After infinitely many repetitions, we obtain a state σx satisfying the constraints. But
as the “bad” part of the state becomes exponentially small through the course of the algorithm,
we manage to improve the complexity from +∞ to 2/δ.
It is most convenient to describe the construction using infinite-dimensional σx. Namely, we
take
σx = (Πxψx)⊗
( ∞⊕
k=0
(Π⊥x ψx)
⊗k
)
,
where Π⊥x = IX −Πx. This corresponds to the final state of the above infinite algorithm up to
rearrangement of the registers. We have
〈σx, σy〉 = 〈Πxψx,Πyψy〉
∞∑
k=0
〈
Π⊥x ψx,Π
⊥
y ψy
〉k
=
〈Πxψx,Πyψy〉
1− 〈Π⊥x ψx,Π⊥y ψy〉 . (29)
In particular, ‖σx‖ = 1. In order to proceed, we need the following technical result.
Lemma 41. Assume X is a matrix with γ2(X) < 1. Let Y be the matrix of the same size
defined by Y [[i, j]] = 1/(1 −X[[i, j]]). Then, γ2(Y ) ≤ 1/(1 − γ2(X)).
Proof. By Proposition 6(c), |X[[i, j]]| < 1 for all i and j, hence, the matrix Y is well-defined.
Then, using the triangle inequality and Proposition 6(h),
γ2(Y ) = γ2
( ∞∑
k=0
X[[i, j]]k
)
i,j
≤
∞∑
k=0
γ2(X)
k =
1
1− γ2(X) .
As γ2
(〈
Π⊥x ψx,Π⊥y ψy
〉)
x,y∈D ≤ 1− δ, we get from Lemma 41 that
γ2
(
1
1− 〈Π⊥x ψx,Π⊥y ψy〉
)
x,y∈D
≤ 1
δ
. (30)
Next, it is easy to check that
1− 〈Πxψx,Πyψy〉− 〈Π⊥x ψx,Π⊥y ψy〉 = [1− 〈ψx, ψy〉]+ (Πxψx −Π⊥x ψx)∗[Πx −Πy]ψy,
hence, using that Πx −Πy = −12(Rx −Ry),
γ2
(
1− 〈Πxψx,Πyψy〉− 〈Π⊥x ψx,Π⊥y ψy〉 ∣∣ (1− 〈ψx, ψy〉)⊕ (Rx −Ry))
x,y∈D
≤ 2. (31)
Hence, combining (30) and (31) via Proposition 6(h), and using (29), we get
γ2
(
1− 〈σx, σy〉
∣∣ (1− 〈ψx, ψy〉)⊕ (Rx −Ry))
x,y∈D
≤ 2
δ
.
It remains to explain how to make σx finite-dimensional. Recall our assumption on D being
finite. Using a standard dimensional argument, there exist vectors τx ∈ CD such that
〈τx, τy〉 =
〈 ∞⊕
k=0
(Π⊥x ψx)
⊗k,
∞⊕
k=0
(Π⊥y ψy)
⊗k
〉
for all x, y ∈ D. Thus, we can take σx = (Πxψx)⊗ τx.
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Proof of Theorem 35. Using an analogue of (3), we see that it suffices to show that
γ2
(
1σx 6=σy
1− 〈ψx, ψy〉
)
x,y∈D
= O(1),
where 0/0 = 0. It is not hard to show that γ2(1σx 6=σy)x,y∈D ≤ 2. Thus, by Proposition 6(h),
it suffices to prove that γ2(Y ) = O(1) for some matrix Y such that Y [[x, y]] = 1/(1 − 〈ψx, ψy〉)
for all x, y satisfying σx 6= σy. By Lemma 41, it suffices to find a D × D matrix X such that
X[[x, y]] = 〈ψx, ψy〉 whenever σx 6= σy, and γ2(X) = 1− Ω(1).
In the first case of the state conversion problem, we define X[[x, y]] = 〈φx, φy〉, where φx ∈
X ⊗H is given by
φx =
{√
α Π0ψx +
√
β Π1ψx, if ‖Π1ψx‖2 ≤ c− δ;
1√
α
Π0ψx +
1√
β
Π1ψx, if ‖Π1ψx‖2 ≥ c+ δ;
(32)
for
α =
√
1− c− δ
1− c+ δ and β =
√
c+ δ
c− δ .
It is clear that 〈φx, φy〉 = 〈ψx, ψy〉 whenever σx 6= σy, i.e., the definitions of φx and φy are
given by different cases in (32). Now assume ‖Π1ψx‖2 = c− δ − s for some s ≥ 0. Then,
‖φx‖2 = (1−c+δ+s)α+(c−δ−s)β ≤ (1−c+δ)α+(c−δ)β =
√
(1− c)2 − δ2+
√
c2 − δ2 < 1.
Similarly, if ‖Π1ψx‖2 = c+ δ + s for some s ≥ 0, then
‖φx‖2 = 1− c− δ − s
α
+
c+ δ + s
β
≤ 1− c− δ
α
+
c+ δ
β
=
√
(1− c)2 − δ2 +
√
c2 − δ2 < 1.
Thus, γ2(X) is bounded away from 1, and this finishes the proof for the first case.
The second case is similar. Now X has the standard basis {e1, . . . , en}, and let Y be a space
with the standard basis {e0, e1, e2}. We define X[[x, y]] = 〈ux, vy〉, where ux, vx ∈ Y ⊗ X ⊗ H
are defined as follows. For a fixed x, let i ∈ [n] be such that ‖Πiψx‖2 ≥ 1/2 + δ. Then,
ux =
|0〉Y +
√
2δ |1〉Y
1 + 2δ
⊗ |Πiψx〉X⊗H +
∑
j∈[n]\{i}
(
|0〉Y +
√
2δ |2〉Y
)
⊗ |Πjψx〉X⊗H,
and
vx =
|0〉Y +
√
2δ |2〉Y
1 + 2δ
⊗ |Πiψx〉X⊗H +
∑
j∈[n]\{i}
(
|0〉Y +
√
2δ |1〉Y
)
⊗ |Πjψx〉X⊗H,
It is not hard to check that 〈ux, vy〉 = 〈ψx, ψy〉 whenever σx 6= σy. Also, both ‖ux‖2 and ‖vx‖2
are bounded by
1
1 + 2δ
‖Πiψx‖2 + (1 + 2δ)‖ψx −Πiψx‖2 ≤ 1/2 + δ
1 + 2δ
+ (1 + 2δ)(1/2 − δ) = 1− 2δ2.
Thus, γ2(X) is bounded away from 1, and the second case is proven.
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7 Future Directions
In this section, we mention some possible future research directions.
• Besides the additive quantum adversary, which we studied in this paper, Sˇpalek [41]
developed multiplicative quantum adversary. Ambainis et al. [3] generalised it to the
state generation problem. However, it would be interesting to understand whether the
multiplicative adversary can be obtained in the style of [34], i.e., as a relaxation of a
quantum algorithm. Can any of the theory developed in this paper be applied to it? Are
there other possible relaxations worth studying?
• In Section 5.2, we showed that the adversary bound for unitary implementation is more
precise than the adversary bound for state conversion. How big is the separation? Can
more convenient forms of Proposition 26 be obtained?
• What are the conditions when effective purifiers exist? In other words, when does the
adversary bound provide a lower bound not only for the exact, but also for the approximate
version of the problem?
• Finally, it would be interesting to obtain some applications for the theory presented in
this paper, particularly, for the bounds developed in Section 6.1.
One theoretical problem, for which these tools may be appropriate, is development of the
quantum theory for composition of relations. We briefly define the problem, for simplicity
focusing on a special case of evaluating a function f : [q]n → [m], when superpositions are
allowed as inputs. The algorithm is given an oracle Ox that generates states ψx,j ∈ Y ⊗ H,
where Y = Cq. For X ⊆ [q], let ΠX =
∑
a∈X eae
∗
a.
The function is given as a sequence of rules f˜(X1, . . . ,Xn) = a with Xj ⊆ [q] and a ∈ [m].
Each of these rules means that the algorithm must output a whenever (ΠXj ⊗ IH)ψx,j = ψx,j
for all j ∈ [n]. For example, for the OR function, we may consider the rules of the form
O˜R
({0, 1}, . . . , {0, 1}, {1}, {0, 1}, . . . , {0, 1}) = 1, and O˜R({0}, . . . , {0}) = 0. (33)
For randomised algorithms, this problem is equivalent to the evaluation of the underlying
usual function, since, when an input variable is accessed, it “collapses” to one of the elements
of [q]. Quantumly, the situation is very different. If the algorithm works with the oracle
generating the state |0〉 and the oracle generating |1〉, this does not mean it works with an
oracle that prepares some superposition of the two states.
As a lower bound for this problem, it is possible to take the adversary bound for the under-
lying usual function, i.e., when the input oracle can only generate basis states. From (17), it is
easy to obtain the following upper bound:
minimise max
X
max
{∑
j∈[n] ‖uX,j‖
2 ,
∑
j∈[n] ‖vX,j‖
2
}
(34a)
subject to
∑
j∈[n] 〈uX,j , vY,j〉 = 1 whenever f(X) 6= f(Y ); (34b)
〈uX,j , vY,j〉 = 0 whenever Xj ∩ Yj 6= ∅; (34c)
where X and Y range over all rules of the function f . For some functions, the bound in (34)
can be obtained for free from the usual adversary bound. For instance, from a solution to the
adversary bound for the OR function, we get an algorithm for O˜R given by (33). It would be
interesting to get a precise characterisation of the complexity of this problem.
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A Duality
In this appendix, we derive all the dual formulations stated in the paper. Our treatment of
convex duality is based on [19, Chapter 5]. We construct the dual by explicitly writing down
the Lagrangian and transforming it. Thus, weak duality (the maximisation problem bounds the
minimisation problem from below) is apparent. To prove strong duality (their optimal values
are equal), we rely on Slater’s condition. The latter says that strong duality holds if one of the
optimisation problems is convex and strictly feasible, i.e. there exists a feasible solution making
all the inequalities in the problem strict.
We assume the reader is familiar with basic properties of semidefinite matrices. We use
notation 〈A,B〉 = trA∗B for the inner product of matrices. The main property we use is that
if A is Hermitian, then 〈X,A〉 ≥ 0 for all X  0 if and only if A  0.
A.1 Proof of Proposition 5
Let us restate the problem for the case when all Axy are one-dimensional.
minimise max
{
maxx∈D1 ‖ux‖2 ,maxy∈D2 ‖vy‖2
}
subject to axy =
〈
ux,
(
∆xy ⊗ IW
)
vy
〉
for all x ∈ D1 and y ∈ D2;
W is a vector space, ux ∈ X1 ⊗W, vy ∈ X2 ⊗W.
If there exist x and y such that ∆xy = 0 but axy 6= 0, then both formulations of the problem
have optimal value +∞, so we may assume that axy = 0 whenever ∆xy = 0.
Assume that D1 and D2 are disjoint, and let D˜ = D1∪D2. We may decompose ux =
⊕
i ux,i
and vy =
⊕
j vy,j , where ux,i, vy,j ∈ W, and i and j run through the elements of the bases of
X1 and X2, respectively. Let X be the Gram matrix of the vectors {ux,i} and {vy,j}. We treat
X as a D˜ × D˜ block-matrix with blocks Xxy. That is, if x, y ∈ D1, then Xxy : X1 → X1 is given
by Xxy[[i, j]] = 〈ux,i, ux,j〉. The remaining three cases x ∈ D1, y ∈ D2; x ∈ D2, y ∈ D1; and
x, y ∈ D2 are similar. With this change, the optimisation problem reads as follows:
minimise t (35a)
subject to trXzz ≤ t for all z ∈ D˜ ; (35b)
axy = 〈Xxy,∆xy〉 for all x ∈ D1 and y ∈ D2; (35c)
t ∈ R, X  0. (35d)
We have the following Lagrangian
L(t,X, µ, λ) = t+
∑
z∈D˜
µz(trXzz − t) +
∑
x∈D1,y∈D2
2Re
(
λxy
(
axy − 〈Xxy,∆xy〉
))
,
where Re stands for the real part. It is not hard to see that, for all µz ≥ 0 and λxy ∈ C,
inf
t∈R, X0
L(t,X, µ, λ)
is a lower bound on the optimal value of (35). Rearranging, we have
L(t,X, µ, λ) = 2Re
( ∑
x∈D1,y∈D2
λxyaxy
)
+ t
(
1−
∑
z∈D˜
µz
)
+ 〈X,W (λ, µ)〉 ,
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where W (λ, µ) is the block-matrix of the same form as X, defined by
(
W (λ, µ)
)
xy
=

−λxy∆xy, if x ∈ D1 and y ∈ D2;
−(λxy∆xy)∗, if x ∈ D2 and y ∈ D1;
µxI, if x = y;
0, otherwise.
(36)
In particular,W is Hermitian. Thus, we see that the following dual problem gives a lower bound
on the optimal value of (35):
maximise 2Re
(∑
x∈D1,y∈D2
λxyaxy
)
(37a)
subject to
∑
z∈D˜ µz = 1 ; (37b)
W (λ, µ)  0 ; (37c)
µz ≥ 0, λxy ∈ C for all z ∈ D˜, x ∈ D1 and y ∈ D2. (37d)
By Slater’s condition, as (35) is convex and strictly feasible, the optimisation problems (35)
and (37) have equal optimal values.
We can simplify (37). Let u ∈ CD1 and v ∈ CD2 be vectors satisfying |u[[x]]|2 = µx and
|v[[y]]|2 = µy for all x and y. As W (λ, µ)  0, we may assume that λxy = 0 whenever µxµy = 0.
Define γxy = λxy/(u[[x]]
∗v[[y]]), where 0/0 = 0. Let us form the D1 × D2 matrices A = (axy)
and Γ = (γxy). Taking the Hadamard product of (37c) with an appropriate rank-1 positive-
semidefinite matrix (and treating z ∈ D˜ with µz = 0 separately), we have that (37c) is equivalent
to (
I Γ ◦∆
(Γ ◦∆)∗ I
)
 0,
which in turn is equivalent to ‖Γ ◦∆‖ ≤ 1.
On the other hand, the objective value (37a) is equal to 2Re
(
u∗(Γ ◦A)v) subject to ‖u‖2 +
‖v‖2 = 1. The maximum of this expression is ‖Γ ◦ A‖. Thus, we get the dual formulation of
Proposition 5.
A.2 Derivation of (21)
Here we assume that ε > 0. The case ε = 0 is considered in Appendix A.3. In our derivation,
we use ∆xy = IX −O∗xOy. By Remark 9, this choice is equivalent to ∆xy = Ox−Oy, and it also
does not affect (21b). This choice has an important property ∆xy = ∆
∗
yx.
We transform the optimisation problem (20) in a way similar to Appendix A.1. Let D′ be a
disjoint copy of D. For x ∈ D, let x′ denote the corresponding element of D′, and let D˜ = D∪D′.
Using a transformation similar to Appendix A.1, we see that (20) is equivalent to
minimise t (38a)
subject to trXzz ≤ t for all z ∈ D˜ ; (38b)
1−
∑
a∈[m] Y [[x, y]] =
〈
Xxy′ ,∆xy
〉
for all x, y ∈ D ; (38c)∑
a/∈r(x) Ya[[x, x]] ≤ ε for all x ∈ D ; (38d)
t ∈ R, X  0, Ya  0 for all a ∈ [m]; (38e)
where the optimisation is over D × D positive-semidefinite matrices Ya, and X is of the same
form as in Appendix A.1. That is, X is a D˜ × D˜ block matrix with each block acting on X .
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The Lagrangian is equal to
t+
∑
z∈D˜
µz(trXzz − t)
+
∑
x,y∈D
2Re
(
λxy
(
1−
∑
a∈[m]
Ya[[x, y]]−
〈
Xxy′ ,∆xy
〉))
+
∑
x∈D
2ηx
( ∑
a/∈r(x)
Ya[[x, x]]− ε
)
,
where µz ≥ 0, ηx ≥ 0, and λxy ∈ C. After rearrangement, we get
2
∑
x,y∈D
λxy − 2ε
∑
x∈D
ηx + t
(
1−
∑
z∈D˜
µz
)
+
〈
X,W (λ, µ)
〉
+
∑
a
〈
Ya, 2H ◦ Ea − Λ− Λ∗
〉
.
Here, W (λ, µ) is defined as in (36), H = diag(ηx), Ea = diag(1a/∈r(x))x∈D and Λ = (λxy)x,y∈D.
This gives the following dual problem:
maximise 2
(∑
x,y∈D Reλxy − ε
∑
x∈D ηx
)
(39a)
subject to
∑
z∈D˜ µz = 1; W (λ, µ)  0; (39b)
Λ + Λ∗  2 H ◦ Ea for all a ∈ [m]; (39c)
µz ≥ 0, ηx ≥ 0, λxy ∈ C for all z ∈ D˜ and x, y ∈ D. (39d)
By Slater’s condition, the optimal values of (38) and (39) are equal.
Recall that ∆xy = ∆
∗
yx for all x, y ∈ D. This means that if (µ, η, λ) is a feasible solution
to (39), then so is (µ′, η, λ′), where µ′x = µx′ , µ′x′ = µx and λ
′
xy = λ
∗
yx for all x, y ∈ D. Moreover,
the corresponding objective values are equal. Since a convex combination of the two is still a
feasible solution, we may assume, without loss of generality, that λxy = λ
∗
yx and µx = µx′ for
all x, y ∈ D. In particular, Λ is Hermitian.
As in Appendix A.1, let u ∈ CD be a vector satisfying |u[[x]]|2 = µx for all x ∈ D. Again,
we define γxy = λxy/(u[[x]]
∗u[[y]]) and νx = ηx/µx. A transformation similar to the one in
Appendix A.1 shows that (39) is equivalent to (21), where N = diag(νx).
A.3 Derivation of (22)
The derivation is similar to Appendix A.2. This time, instead of (38), we have the following
optimisation problem
minimise t (40a)
subject to trXzz ≤ t for all z ∈ D˜ ; (40b)
1−
∑
a∈r(x)∩r(y) Y [[x, y]] =
〈
Xxy′ ,∆xy
〉
for all x, y ∈ D ; (40c)
t ∈ R, X  0, Ya  0 for all a ∈ [m]; (40d)
with the difference that Ya is an r
−1(a)× r−1(a) matrix. The Lagrangian equals
t+
∑
z∈D˜
µz(trXzz − t) +
∑
x,y∈D
2Re
(
λxy
(
1−
∑
a∈r(x)∩r(y)
Ya[[x, y]]−
〈
Xxy′ ,∆xy
〉))
,
where µz ≥ 0, and λxy ∈ C. After rearrangement, we get
2
∑
x,y∈D
Reλxy + t
(
1−
∑
z∈D˜
µz
)
+ 〈X,W (λ, µ)〉+
∑
a
〈
Ya,−Λa − Λ∗a
〉
,
where Λa = Λ[[r
−1(a), r−1(a)]]. Using the same transformation as in Appendix A.2, we get that
the optimal values of (40) and (22) are equal.
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Using the same construction as in Appendix A.2, we get the following optimisation problem:
minimise t (41a)
subject to trXzz ≤ t for all z ∈ D˜ ; (41b)
1−
∑
a∈[m] Y [[x, y]] =
〈
Xxy′ ,∆xy
〉
for all x, y ∈ D ; (41c)∑
x∈D
px
∑
a/∈r(x) Ya[[x, x]] ≤ ε (41d)
t ∈ R, X  0, Ya  0 for all a ∈ [m]. (41e)
This gives the dual
maximise 2
(∑
x,y∈D Reλxy − εη
)
(42a)
subject to
∑
z∈D˜ µz = 1; W (λ, µ)  0; (42b)
Λ + Λ∗  2 ηP ◦ Ea for all a ∈ [m]; (42c)
µz ≥ 0, η ≥ 0, λxy ∈ C for all z ∈ D˜ and x, y ∈ D. (42d)
Again, we may assume that λxy = λ
∗
yx and µx = µx′ . Using transformations similar to Ap-
pendix A.2, we get that (42) is equivalent to (23).
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